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We provide a generic algorithm for constructing formulae that distinguish behaviourally inequivalent
states in systems of various transition types such as nondeterministic, probabilistic or weighted;
genericity over the transition type is achieved by working with coalgebras for a set functor in the
paradigm of universal coalgebra. For every behavioural equivalence class in a given system, we
construct a formula which holds precisely at the states in that class. The algorithm instantiates
to deterministic finite automata, transition systems, labelled Markov chains, and systems of many
other types. The ambient logic is a modal logic featuring modalities that are generically extracted
from the functor; these modalities can be systematically translated into custom sets of modalities in
a postprocessing step. The new algorithm builds on an existing coalgebraic partition refinement
algorithm. It runs in time O((m + n) log n) on systems with n states and m transitions, and the
same asymptotic bound applies to the dag size of the formulae it constructs. This improves the
bounds on run time and formula size compared to previous algorithms even for previously known
specific instances, viz. transition systems and Markov chains; in particular, the best previous bound
for transition systems was O(mn).
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1 Introduction
For finite transition systems, the Hennessy-Milner theorem guarantees that two states are
bisimilar if and only if they satisfy the same modal formulae. This implies that whenever two
states are not bisimilar, then one can find a modal formula that holds at one of the states
but not at the other. Such a formula explains the difference of the two states’ behaviour and
is thus usually called a distinguishing formula [13]. For example, in the transition system in
Figure 1, the formula □♢⊤ distinguishes the states x and y because x satisfies □♢⊤ whereas y
does not. Given two states in a finite transition system with n states and m transitions,
the algorithm by Cleaveland [13] computes a distinguishing formula in time O(mn). The
algorithm builds on the Kanellakis-Smolka partition refinement algorithm [28, 29], which
computes the bisimilarity relation on a transition system within the same time bound.
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Figure 1 Example of a transition system.
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Figure 2 Example of a Markov chain.
Similar logical characterizations of bisimulation exist for other system types. For instance,
Desharnais et al. [16, 17] characterize probabilistic bisimulation on (labelled) Markov chains,
in the sense of Larsen and Skou [33] (for each label, every state has either no successors or a
probability distribution on successors). In their logic, a formula ♢≥pϕ holds at states that
have a transition probability of at least p to states satisfying ϕ. For example, the state x in
Figure 2 satisfies ♢≥0.5♢≥1⊤ but y does not. Desharnais et al. provide an algorithm that
computes distinguishing formulae for labelled Markov chains in run time (roughly) O(n4).
In the present work, we construct such counterexamples generically for a variety of
system types. We achieve genericity over the system type by modelling state-based systems
as coalgebras for a set functor in the framework of universal coalgebra [40]. Examples of
coalgebras for a set functor include transition systems, deterministic automata, or weighted
systems (e.g. Markov chains). Universal coalgebra provides a generic notion of behavioural
equivalence that instantiates to standard notions for concrete system types, e.g. bisimilarity
(transtion systems), language equivalence (deterministic automata), or probabilistic bisimil-
arity (Markov chains). Moreover, coalgebras come equipped with a generic notion of modal
logic that is parametric in a choice of modalities whose semantics is constructed so as to
guarantee invariance w.r.t. behavioural equivalence; under easily checked conditions, such
a coalgebraic modal logic in fact characterizes behavioural equivalence in the same sense as
Hennessy-Milner logic characterizes bisimilarity [39,42]. Hence, as soon as suitable modal
operators are found, coalgebraic modal formulae serve as distinguishing formulae.
In a nutshell, the contribution of the present paper is an algorithm that computes
distinguishing formulae for behaviourally inequivalent states in quasilinear time, and in fact
certificates that uniquely describe behavioural equivalence classes in a system, in coalgebraic
generality. We build on an existing efficient coalgebraic partition refinement algorithm [46],
thus achieving run time O(m logn) on coalgebras with n states and m transitions (in a
suitable encoding). The dag size of formulae is also O(m logn) (for tree size, exponential lower
bounds are known [22]); even for labelled transition systems, we thus improve the previous
best bound O(mn) [13] for both run time and formula size. We systematically extract the
requisite modalities from the functor at hand, requiring binary and nullary modalities in the
general case, and then give a systematic method to translate these generic modal operators
into more customary ones (such as the standard operators of Hennessy-Milner logic).
We subsequently identify a notion of cancellative functor that allows for additional
optimization. E.g. functors modelling weighted systems are cancellative if and only if the
weights come from a cancellative monoid, such as (Z,+), or (R,+) as used in probabilistic
systems. For cancellative functors, much simpler distinguishing formulae can be constructed:
the binary modalities can be replaced by unary ones, and only conjunction is needed in the
propositional base. On labelled Markov chains, this complements the result that a logic
with only conjunction and different unary modalities (mentioned above) suffices for the
construction of distinguishing formulae (but not certificates) [17] (see also [19]).
Related Work. Cleaveland’s algorithm [13] for labelled transition systems is is based on
Kanellakis and Smolka’s partition refinement algorithm [29]. The coalgebraic partition
refinement algorithm we employ [46] is instead related to the more efficient Paige-Tarjan
algorithm [36]. König et al. [32] extract formulae from winning strategies in a bisimulation
game in coalgebraic generality; their algorithm runs in O(n4) and does not support negative
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transition weights. Characteristic formulae for behavioural equivalence classes taken across all
models require the use of fixpoint logics [21]. The mentioned algorithm by Desharnais et al. for
distinguishing formulae on labelled Markov processes [17, Fig. 4] is based on Cleaveland’s.
No complexity analysis is made but the algorithm has four nested loops, so its run time
is roughly O(n4). Bernardo and Miculan [10] provide a similar algorithm for a logic with
only disjunction. There are further generalizations along other axes, e.g. to behavioural
preorders [12]. The TwoTowers tool set for the analysis of stochastic process algebras [8, 9]
computes distinguishing formulae for inequivalent processes, using variants of Cleaveland’s
algorithm. Some approaches construct alternative forms of certificates for inequivalence, such
as Cranen et al.’s notion of evidence [14] or methods employed on business process models,
based on model differences and event structures [5, 6, 18].
2 Preliminaries
We first recall some basic notation. We denote by 0 = ∅, 1 = {0}, 2 = {0, 1} and 3 = {0, 1, 2}
the sets representing the natural numbers 0, 1, 2 and 3. For every set X, there is a unique map
! : X → 1. We write Y X for the set of functions X → Y , so e.g. X2 ∼= X×X. In particular, 2X
is the set of 2-valued predicates on X, which is in bijection with the powerset PX of X, i.e. the
set of all subsets of X; in this bijection, a subset A ∈ PX corresponds to its characteristic
function χA ∈ 2X , given by χA(x) = 1 if x ∈ A, and χ(x) = 0 otherwise. We generally
indicate injective maps by ↣. Given maps f : Z → X, g : Z → Y , we write ⟨f, g⟩ for the
map Z → X ×Y given by ⟨f, g⟩(z) = (f(z), g(z)). We denote the disjoint union of sets X, Y
by X + Y , with canonical inclusion maps in1 : X ↣ X + Y and in2 : Y ↣ X + Y . More
generally, we write
∐
i∈I Xi for the disjoint union of an I-indexed family of sets (Xi)i∈I ,
and ini : Xi ↣
∐
i∈I Xi for the i-th inclusion map. For a map f : X → Y (not necessarily
surjective), we denote by ker(f) ⊆ X ×X the kernel of f , i.e. the equivalence relation
ker(f) := {(x, x′) ∈ X ×X | f(x) = f(x′)}. (1)
▶ Notation 2.1 (Partitions). Given an equivalence relation R on X, we write [x]R for the
equivalence class {x′ ∈ X | (x, x′) ∈ R} of x ∈ X. If R is the kernel of a map f , we simply
write [x]f in lieu of [x]ker(f). The intersection R ∩ S of equivalence relations is again an
equivalence relation. The partition corresponding to R is denoted by X/R = {[x]R | x ∈ X}.
Note that [−]R : X → X/R is a surjective map and that R = ker([−]R).
A signature is a set Σ, whose elements are called operation symbols, equipped with a function
a : Σ → N assigning to each operation symbol its arity. We write σ/n ∈ Σ for σ ∈ Σ with
a(σ) = n. We will apply the same terminology and notation to collections of modal operators.
2.1 Coalgebra
Universal coalgebra [40] provides a generic framework for the modelling and analysis of state-
based systems. Its key abstraction is to parametrize notions and results over the transition
type of systems, encapsulated as an endofunctor on a given base category. Instances cover,
for example, deterministic automata, labelled (weighted) transition systems, and Markov
chains.
▶ Definition 2.2. A set functor F : Set → Set assigns to every set X a set FX and to
every map f : X → Y a map Ff : FX → FY such that identity maps and composition are
preserved: F idX = idF X and F (g · f) = Fg · Ff . An F -coalgebra is a pair (C, c) consisting
of a set C (the carrier) and a map c : C → FC (the structure). When F is clear from the
context, we simply speak of a coalgebra.
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In a coalgebra c : C → FC, we understand the carrier set C as consisting of states, and the
structure c as assigning to each state x ∈ C a structured collection of successor states, with
the structure of collections determined by F . In this way, the notion of coalgebra subsumes
numerous types of state-based systems, as illustrated next.
▶ Example 2.3.
1. The powerset functor P sends a set X to its powerset PX and a map f : X → Y to the
map Pf = f [−] : PX → PY taking direct images. A P-coalgebra c : C → PC is precisely
a transition system: It assigns to every state x ∈ C a set c(x) ∈ PC of successor states,
inducing a transition relation → given by x → y iff y ∈ c(x). Similarly, coalgebras for
the finite powerset functor Pf (with PfX being the set of finite subsets of X) are finitely
branching transition systems.
2. Coalgebras for the functor FX = 2 × XA, where A is a fixed input alphabet, are
deterministic automata (without an explicit initial state). Indeed, a coalgebra structure
c = ⟨f, t⟩ : C → 2 × CA consists of a finality predicate f : C → 2 and a transition map
C ×A → C in curried form t : C → CA.





whose elements we may understand as flat Σ-terms σ(x1, . . . , xn) with variables from X.
The action of TΣ on maps f : X → Y is then given by (TΣf)(σ(x1, . . . , xn)) = σ(f(x1), . . . ,
f(xn)). For simplicity, we write σ (instead of inσ) for the coproduct injections, and Σ
in lieu of TΣ for the signature functor. States in Σ-coalgebras describe possibly infinite
Σ-trees.
4. For a commutative monoid (M,+, 0), the monoid-valued functor M (−) [25] is given by
M (X) := {µ : X → M | µ(x) = 0 for all but finitely many x ∈ X} (2)




A coalgebra c : C → M (C) is a finitely branching weighted transition system, where
c(x)(x′) ∈ M is the transition weight from x to x′. For the Boolean monoid B = (2,∨, 0),
we recover Pf = B(−). Coalgebras for R(−), with R understood as the additive monoid of
the reals, are R-weighted transition systems. The functor
DX = {µ ∈ R(X)≥0 |
∑
x∈X µ(x) = 1},
which assigns to a set X the set of all finite probability distributions on X (represented
as finitely supported probability mass functions), is a subfunctor of R(−).
5. Functors can be composed; for instance, given a set A of labels, the composite of P and
the functor A× (−) (whose action on sets maps a set X to the set A×X) is the functor
FX = P(A × X), whose coalgebras are A-labelled transition systems. Coalgebras for
(D(−) + 1)A have been termed probabilistic transition systems [33] or labelled Markov
chains [17], and coalgebras for (D((−) + 1) + 1)A are partial labelled Markov chains [17].
Coalgebras for SX = Pf(A × DX) are variously known as simple Segala systems or
Markov decision processes.
We have a canonical notion of behaviour on F -coalgebras:
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▶ Definition 2.4. An F -coalgebra morphism h : (C, c) → (D, d) is a map h : C → D such
that d · h = Fh · c. States x, y in an F -coalgebra (C, c) are behaviourally equivalent (x ∼ y)






Thus, we effectively define the behaviour of a state as those of its properties that are
preserved by coalgebra morphisms. The notion of behavioural equivalence subsumes standard
branching-time equivalences:
▶ Example 2.5.
1. For F ∈ {P,Pf}, behavioural equivalence on F -coalgebras, i.e. on transition systems, is
bisimilarity in the usual sense.
2. For deterministic automata as coalgebras for FX = 2 ×XA, two states are behaviourally
equivalent iff they accept the same formal language.
3. For a signature functor Σ, two states of a Σ-coalgebra are behaviourally equivalent iff
they describe the same Σ-tree.
4. For labelled transition systems as coalgebras for FX = P(A×X), coalgebraic behavioural
equivalence precisely captures Milner’s strong bisimilarity [1].
5. For weighted and probabilistic systems, coalgebraic behavioural equivalence instantiates
to weighted and probabilistic bisimilarity, respectively [41, Cor. 4.7], [7, Thm. 4.2].
▶ Remark 2.6.
1. The notion of behavioural equivalence extends straightforwardly to states in different
coalgebras, as one can canonically define the disjoint union of coalgebras.
2. We may assume without loss of generality that a set functor F preserves injective maps [43]
(see also [2, 8.1.12–17]), that is, Ff is injective whenever f is.
2.2 Coalgebraic Logics
We briefly review basic concepts of coalgebraic modal logic [38,42]. Coalgebraic modal logics
are parametric in a functor F determining the type of systems underlying the semantics, and
additionally in a choice of modalities interpreted in terms of predicate liftings. For now, we
use F = P as a basic example, deferring further examples to Section 5.
Syntax. The syntax of coalgebraic modal logic is parametrized over the choice of signature
Λ of modal operators (with assigned arities). Then, formulae ϕ are generated by the grammar
ϕ1, . . . , ϕn ::= ⊤ | ¬ϕ1 | ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 | ♡(ϕ1, . . . , ϕn) (♡/n ∈ Λ).
▶ Example 2.7. For F = P, one often takes Λ = {♢/1}; the induced syntax is that of
(single-action) Hennessy-Milner logic. As usual, we write □ϕ :≡ ¬♢¬ϕ.
Semantics. We interpret formulae as sets of states in F -coalgebras. This interpretation
arises by assigning to each modal operator ♡/n ∈ Λ an n-ary predicate lifting J♡K [38, 42],




J♡KY (P1, . . . , Pn)
]
= J♡KX(f−1[P1], . . . , f−1[Pn]) (3)
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for all f : X → Y and all P1, . . . , Pn ∈ 2X (for categorically-minded readers, J♡K is a natural
transformation (2(−))n → 2F op); the idea being to lift given predicates on states to predicates
on structured collections of states. Given these data, the extension of a formula ϕ in
an F -coalgebra (C, c) is a predicate JϕK(C,c), or just JϕK, on C, recursively defined by
J⊤K(C,c) = C Jϕ ∧ ψK(C,c) = JϕK(C,c) ∩ JψK(C,c) J¬ϕK(C,c) = C \ JϕK(C,c)




Jϕ1K(C,c), . . . , JϕnK(C,c)
)]
(♡/n ∈ Λ)
(where we apply set operations to predicates with the evident meaning). We say that a
state x ∈ C satisfies ϕ if JϕK(x) = 1. Notice how the clause for modalities says that x satisfies
♡(ϕ1, . . . , ϕn) iff c(x) satisfies the predicate obtained by lifting the predicates Jϕ1K, . . . , JϕnK
on C to a predicate on FC according to J♡K.
▶ Example 2.8. Over F = P, we interpret ♢ by the predicate lifting
J♢KX : 2X → 2PX , P 7→ {K ⊆ X | ∃x ∈ K : x ∈ P} = {K ⊆ X | K ∩ P ̸= ∅},
The arising notion of satisfaction over P-coalgebras (C, c) is precisely the standard one:
x ∈ J♢ϕK(C,c) iff y ∈ JϕK(C,c) for some transition x → y.
The naturality condition (3) of predicate liftings guarantees invariance of the logic under
coalgebra morphisms, and hence under behavioural equivalence:
▶ Proposition 2.9 (Adequacy [38, 42]). Behaviourally equivalent states satisfy the same
formulae: x ∼ y implies that for all formulae ϕ, we have x ∈ JϕK iff y ∈ JϕK.
In our running example F = P , this instantiates to the well-known fact that modal formulae
are bisimulation-invariant, that is, bisimilar states in transition systems satisfy the same
formulae of Hennessy-Milner logic.
3 Constructing Distinguishing Formulae
A proof method certifying behavioural equivalence of states x, y in a coalgebra is immediate
by definition: One simply needs to exhibit a coalgebra morphism h such that h(x) = h(y).
In fact, for many system types, it suffices to relate x and y by a coalgebraic bisimulation in a
suitable sense (e.g. [1, 24, 34, 40]), generalizing the Park-Milner bisimulation principle [35, 37].
It is less obvious how to certify behavioural inequivalence x ̸∼ y, showing that such a
morphism h does not exist. By Proposition 2.9, one option is to exhibit a (coalgebraic) modal
formula ϕ that is satisfied by x but not by y. In the case of (image-finite) transition systems,
such a formula is guaranteed to exist by the Hennessy-Milner theorem, which moreover is
known to generalize to coalgebras [39, 42]. More generally, we consider separation of sets of
states by formulae, following Cleaveland [13, Def. 2.4]:
▶ Definition 3.1. Let (C, c) be an F -coalgebra. A formula ϕ distinguishes a set X ⊆ C from
a set Y ⊆ C if X ⊆ JϕK and Y ∩ JϕK = ∅. In case X = {x} and Y = {y}, we just say that ϕ
distinguishes x from y. We say that ϕ is a certificate of X if ϕ distinguishes X from C \X,
that is if JϕK = X.
Note that ϕ distinguishes X from Y iff ¬ϕ distinguishes Y from X. Certificates have also been
referred to as descriptions [22]. If ϕ is a certificate of a behavioural equivalence class [x]∼,
then by definition ϕ distinguishes x from y whenever x ̸∼ y. To obtain distinguishing formulae
for behaviourally inequivalent states in a coalgebra, it thus suffices to construct certificates
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for all behavioural equivalence classes, and our algorithm does just that. Of course, every
certificate must be at least as large as a smallest distinguishing formula. However, already
on transition systems, distinguishing formulae and certificates have the same asymptotic
worst-case size (cf. Section 6).
A natural approach to computing certificates for behavioural equivalence classes is
to extend algorithms that compute these equivalence classes. In particular, partition re-
finement algorithms compute a sequence C/R0, C/R1, . . . of consecutively finer partitions
(i.e. Ri+1 ⊆ Ri) on the state space, where every block B ∈ C/Ri is a union of behavioural
equivalence classes, and the final partition is precisely C/∼. Indeed, Cleaveland’s algorithm
for computing certificates on labelled transition systems [13] correspondingly extends Kanel-
lakis and Smolka’s partition refinement algorithm [28,29], which runs in O(mn) on systems
with n = |C| states and m transitions. Our generic algorithm will be based on a more
efficient partition refinement algorithm.
3.1 Paige-Tarjan with Certificates
Before we turn to constructing certificates in coalgebraic generality, we informally recall and
extend the Paige-Tarjan algorithm [36], which computes the partition modulo bisimilarity of
a given transition system with n states and m transitions in time O((m+ n) logn). We fix a
given finite transition system, viewed as a P-coalgebra c : C → PC.
The algorithm computes two sequences (C/Pi)i∈N and (C/Qi)i∈N of partitions of C
(with Qi, Pi equivalence relations), where only the most recent partition is held in memory
and i indexes the iterations of the main loop. Throughout the execution, C/Pi is finer than
C/Qi (that is, Pi ⊆ Qi for all i), and the algorithm terminates when Pi = Qi. Intuitively, Pi
is “one transition ahead” of Qi: if Qi distinguishes states x and y, then Pi is based on
distinguishing transitions to x from transitions to y.
Initially, C/Q0 := {C} consists of only one block and C/P0 of two blocks: the live states
and the deadlocks (i.e. states with no outgoing transitions). If Pi ⫋ Qi, then there is a block
B ∈ C/Qi that is the union of at least two blocks in C/Pi. In such a situation, the algorithm
chooses S ⊆ B in C/Pi to have at most half the size of B and then splits the block B into S
and B \ S in the partition C/Qi:
C/Qi+1 = (C/Qi \ {B}) ∪ {S,B \ S}.
This is correct because every state in S is already known to be behaviourally inequivalent to
every state in B \ S. By the definition of bisimilarity, this implies that every block T ∈ C/Pi
with some transition to B may contain behaviourally inequivalent states as illustrated in
Figure 3; that is, T may need to be split into smaller blocks, as follows:
(C1) states in T with successors in S but not in B \ S (e.g. x1 in Figure 3),
(C2) states in T with successors in S and B \ S (e.g. x2), and
(C3) states in T with successors B \ S but not in S (e.g. x3).
The partition C/Pi+1 arises from C/Pi by splitting all such predecessor blocks T of B
accordingly. If no such T is properly split, then Pi+1 = Qi+1, and the algorithm terminates.
It is straightforward to construct certificates for the blocks arising during the execution:
The certificate for the only block C ∈ C/Q0 is ⊤, and the blocks for live states and
deadlocks in C/P0 have certificates ♢⊤ and ¬♢⊤, respectively.
In the refinement step, suppose that δ, β are certificates of S ∈ C/Pi and B ∈ C/Qi,
respectively, where S ⫋ B. For every predecessor block T of B, the three blocks obtained
by splitting T are distinguished (see Definition 3.1) as follows:
(C1) ¬♢(β ∧ ¬δ), (C2) ♢(δ) ∧ ♢(β ∧ ¬δ), (C3) ¬♢δ. (4)
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x1 x2 x3
y1 y2 y3 y4 . . .. . .
T
B
S B \ S
. . .. . .








Figure 3 The refinement step as illustrated in [46, Figure 6].
Of course these formulae only distinguish the states in T from each other (e.g. there may
be states in other blocks with transitions to both S and B). Hence, given a certificate ϕ
of T , one obtains certificates of the three resulting blocks in C/Pi+1 via conjunction:
ϕ ∧ ¬♢(β ∧ ¬δ), etc.
Upon termination, every bisimilarity class [x]∼ in the transition system is annotated with
a certificate. A key step in the generic development will be to come up with a coalgebraic
generalization of the formulae for (C1)–(C3).
3.2 Generic Partition Refinement
The Paige-Tarjan algorithm has been adapted to other system types, e.g. weighted systems [44],
and it has recently been generalized to coalgebras [20,46]. A crucial step in this generalization
is to rephrase the case distinction (C1)–(C3) in terms of the functor P: Given a predecessor
block T in C/Pi for S ⫋ B ∈ C/Qi, the three cases distinguish between the equivalence
classes [x]PχB
S
·c for x ∈ T , where the map χBS : C → 3 in the composite PχBS · c : C → P3 is
defined by
χBS : C → 3 χBS (x) =

2 if x ∈ S,
1 if x ∈ B \ S,
0 if x ∈ C \B,
for sets S ⊆ B ⊆ C. (5)
Every case is a possible value of t := PχBS (c(x)) ∈ P3: (C1) 2 ∈ t ̸∋ 1, (C2) 2 ∈ t ∋ 1, and
(C3) 2 /∈ t ∋ 1. Since T is a predecessor block of B, the “fourth case” 2 ̸∈ t ̸∋ 1 is not possible.
There is a transition from x to some state outside of B iff 0 ∈ t. However, because of the
previous refinement steps performed by the algorithm, either all or no states states of T have
an edge to C \B (a property called stability [36]), hence no distinction on 0 ∈ t is necessary.
It is now easy to generalize from transition systems to coalgebras by simply replacing the
functor P with F in the refinement step. We recall the algorithm:
▶ Algorithm 3.2 [46, Alg. 4.9, (5.1)]. Given a coalgebra c : C → FC, put
C/Q0 := {C} and P0 := ker(C
c−→ FC F !−→ F1).
Starting at iteration i = 0, repeat the following while Pi ̸= Qi:
(A1) Pick S ∈ C/Pi and B ∈ C/Qi such that S ⫋ B and 2 · |S| ≤ |B|
(A2) C/Qi+1 := (C/Qi \ {B}) ∪ {S,B \ S}
(A3) Pi+1 := Pi ∩ ker( C FC F3c F χBS )
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This algorithm formalizes the intuitive steps from Section 3.1. Again, two sequences of
partitions P1, Qi are constructed, and Pi = Qi upon termination. Initially, Q0 identifies all
states and P0 distinguishes states by only their output behaviour; e.g. for F = P and x ∈ C,
the value P !(c(x)) ∈ P1 is ∅ if x is a deadlock, and {1} if x is a live state, and for FX = 2×XA,
the value F1(c(x)) ∈ F1 = 2 × 1A ∼= 2 indicates whether x is a final or non-final state.
In the main loop, blocks S ∈ C/Pi and B ∈ C/Qi witnessing Pi ⫋ Qi are picked, and B
is split into S and B \S, like in the Paige-Tarjan algorithm. Note that step (A2) is equivalent
to directly defining the equivalence relation Qi+1 as
Qi+1 := Qi ∩ kerχBS .
A similar intersection of equivalence relations is performed in step (A3). The intersection
splits every block T ∈ C/Pi into smaller blocks such that x, x′ ∈ T end up in the same
block iff FχBS (c(x)) = FχBS (c(x′)), i.e. T is replaced by {[x]F χBS (c(x)) | x ∈ T}. Again, this
corresponds to the distinction of the three cases (C1)–(C3). For example, for FX = 2 ×XA,
there are |F3| = 2 · 3|A| cases to be distinguished, and so every T ∈ C/Pi is split into at
most that many blocks.
The following property of F is needed for correctness [46, Ex. 5.11].
▶ Definition 3.3 [46]. A functor F is zippable if map
⟨F (A+!), F (! +B)⟩ : F (A+B) −→ F (A+ 1) × F (1 +B)
is injective for all sets A,B.
Intuitively, t ∈ F (A + B) is a term in variables from A and B. If F is zippable, then t is
uniquely determined by the two elements in F (A + 1) and F (1 + B) obtained by identi-
fying all B- and all A-variables with 0 ∈ 1, respectively. E.g. FX = X2 is zippable:
t = (in1(a), in2(b)) ∈ (A + B)2 is uniquely determined by (in1(a), in2(0)) ∈ (A + 1)2 and
(in1(0), in2(b)) ∈ (1 +B)2, and similarly for the three other cases of t. In fact, all signature
functors as well as P and all monoid-valued functors are zippable. Moreover, the class
of zippable functors is closed under products, coproducts, and subfunctors but not under
composition, e.g. PP is not zippable [46].
▶ Remark 3.4. To apply the algorithm to coalgebras for composites FG of zippable functors,
e.g. P(A× (−)), there is a reduction [46, Section 8] that embeds every FG-coalgebra into a
coalgebra for the zippable functor (F +G)(X) := FX +GX. This reduction preserves and
reflects behavioural equivalence, but introduces an intermediate state for every transition.
▶ Theorem 3.5 [46, Thm 4.20, 5.20]. On a finite coalgebra (C, c) for a zippable functor,
Algorithm 3.2 terminates after i ≤ |C| loop iterations, and the resulting partition identifies
precisely the behaviourally equivalent states (Pi = ∼).
3.3 Generic Modal Operators
The extended Paige-Tarjan algorithm (Section 3.1) constructs a distinguishing formula
according to the three cases (C1)–(C3). In the coalgebraic Algorithm 3.2, these cases
correspond to elements of F3, which determine in which block an element of a predecessor
block T ends up. Indeed, the elements of F3 will also serve as generic modalities in
characteristic formulae for blocks of states, essentially by the known equivalence between n-ary
predicate liftings and (in this case, singleton) subsets of F (2n) [42] (termed tests by Klin [30]):
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▶ Definition 3.6. The signature of F3-modalities for a functor F is
Λ = {⌜t⌝/2 | t ∈ F3};
that is, we write ⌜t⌝ for the syntactic representation of a binary modality for every t ∈ F3.
The interpretation of ⌜t⌝ for F3 is given by the predicate lifting
J⌜t⌝K : (2X)2 → 2F X , J⌜t⌝K(S,B) = {t′ ∈ FX | FχBS∩B(t′) = t}.
The intended use of ⌜t⌝ is as follows: Suppose a block B is split into subblocks S ⊆ B
and B \ S with certificates δ and β, respectively: JδK = S and JβK = B. As in Figure 3,
we then split every predecessor block T of B into smaller parts, each of which is uniquely
characterized by the formula ⌜t⌝(δ, β) for some t ∈ F3.




♢(β ∧ ¬δ) ∧
“2”︷ ︸︸ ︷
♢(δ ∧ β).
▶ Lemma 3.8. Given an F -coalgebra (C, c), x ∈ C, and formulae δ and β such that
JδK ⊆ JβK ⊆ C, we have x ∈ J⌜t⌝(δ, β)K if and only if FχJβKJδK (c(x)) = t.
In the initial partition C/P0 on a transition system (C, c), we used the formulae ♢⊤ and ¬♢⊤
to distinguish live states and deadlocks. In general, we can similarly describe the initial
partition using modalities induced by elements of F1:
▶ Notation 3.9. Define the injective map j1 : 1 ↣ 3 by j1(0) = 2. Then the injection
Fj1 : F1 ↣ F3 provides a way to interpret elements t ∈ F1 as nullary modalities ⌜t⌝:
⌜t⌝ := ⌜Fj1(t)⌝(⊤,⊤) for t ∈ F1.
(Alternatively, we could introduce ⌜t⌝ directly as a nullary modality.)
▶ Lemma 3.10. For x ∈ C, c : C → FC, and t ∈ F1, we have x ∈ J⌜t⌝K if and only if
F !(c(x)) = t.
3.4 Algorithmic Construction of Certificates
The F3-modalities introduced above (Definition 3.6) induce an instance of coalgebraic modal
logic (Section 2.2). We refer to coalgebraic modal formulae employing the F3-modalities
as F3-modal formulae, and write M for the set of F3-modal formulae. As in the extended
Paige-Tarjan algorithm (Section 3.1), we annotate every block arising during the execution
of Algorithm 3.2 with a certificate in the shape of an F3-modal formula. Annotating blocks
with formulae means that we construct maps
βi : C/Qi → M and δi : C/Pi → M for i ∈ N.
As in Algorithm 3.2, i indexes the loop iterations. For blocks B,S in the respective parti-
tion, βi(B), δi(S) denote corresponding certificates: we will have
∀B ∈ X/Qi : Jβi(B)K = B and ∀S ∈ X/Pi : Jδi(S)K = S. (6)
We construct βi(B) and δi(S) iteratively, using certificates for the blocks S ⫋ B at every
iteration:
▶ Algorithm 3.11. We extend Algorithm 3.2 by the following. Initially, put
β0({C}) := ⊤ and δ0([x]P0) := ⌜F !(c(x))⌝ for every x ∈ C.
In the i-th iteration, extend steps (A2) and (A3) by the following assignments:
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(A’2) βi+1(D) =

δi(S) if D = S
βi(B) ∧ ¬δi(S) if D = B \ S
βi(D) if D ∈ C/Qi
(A’3) δi+1([x]Pi+1) =
{
δi([x]Pi) if [x]Pi+1 = [x]Pi
δi([x]Pi) ∧ ⌜FχBS (c(x))⌝(δi(S), βi(B)) otherwise.
Upon termination, return δi.
Like in Section 3.1, the only block of C/Q0 has β0({C}) = ⊤ as a certificate. Since the
partition C/P0 distinguishes by the “output” (e.g. final vs. non-final states), the certificate
of [x]P0 specifies what F !(c(x)) ∈ F1 is (Lemma 3.10).
In the i-th iteration of the main loop, we have certificates δi(S) and βi(B) for S ⫋ B
in step (A1) satisfying (6) available from the previous iterations. In (A’2), the Boolean
connectives describe how B is split into S and B \S. In (A’3), new certificates are constructed
for every predecessor block T ∈ C/Pi that is refined. If T does not change, then neither does
its certificate. Otherwise, the block T = [x]Pi is split into the blocks [x]F χBS (c(x)) for x ∈ T
in step (A3), which is reflected by the F3 modality ⌜FχBS (c(x))⌝ as per Lemma 3.8.
▶ Remark 3.12. In step (A’2), βi+1(D) can be simplified to be no larger than δi(S). To see
this, note that for S ⊆ B ⊆ C, S ∈ X/Pi, and B ∈ X/Qi, every conjunct of βi(B) is also a
conjunct of δi(S). In βi(B) ∧ ¬δi(S), one can hence remove all conjuncts of βi(B) from δi(S),
obtaining a formula δ′, and then equivalently use βi(B) ∧ ¬δ′ in the definition of βi+1(D).
▶ Theorem 3.13. For zippable F , Algorithm 3.11 is correct, i.e. (6) holds for all i. Thus,
upon termination δi assigns certificates to each block of C/∼ = C/Pi.
▶ Corollary 3.14 (Hennessy-Milner). For zippable F , states x, y in a finite F -coalgebra are
behaviourally equivalent iff they agree on all F3-modal formulae.
▶ Remark 3.15. A smaller formula distinguishing a state x from a state y can be extracted
from the certificates in time O(|C|). It is the leftmost conjunct that is different in the
respective certificates of x and y. This is the subformula starting at the modal operator
introduced in δi for the least i with (x, y) /∈ Pi; hence, x satisfies ⌜t⌝(δ, β) but y satisfies
⌜t′⌝(δ, β) for some t′ ̸= t in F3.
3.5 Complexity Analysis
The operations introduced by Algorithm 3.11 can be implemented with only constant run
time overhead. To this end, one implements β and δ as arrays of formulae of length |C|
(note that at any point, there are at most |C|-many blocks). In the refinable-partition data
structure [45], every block has an index (a natural number) and there is an array of length |C|
mapping every state x ∈ C to the block it is contained in. Hence, for both partitions C/P
and C/Q, one can look up a state’s block and a block’s certificate in constant time.
It is very likely that the certificates contain a particular subformula multiple times
and that certificates of different blocks share common subformulae. For example, every
certificate of a block refined in the i-th iteration using S ⫋ B contains the subformulas
δi(S) and βi(B). Therefore, it is advantageous to represent all certificates constructed as
one directed acyclic graph (dag) with nodes labelled by modal operators and conjunction
and having precisely two outgoing edges. Moreover, edges have a binary flag indicating
whether they represent negation ¬. Initially, there is only one node representing ⊤, and the
operations of Algorithm 3.11 allocate new nodes and update the arrays for β and δ to point
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to the right nodes. For example, if the predecessor block T ∈ C/Pi is refined in step (A’3),
yielding a new block [x]Pi+1 , then a new node labelled ∧ is allocated with edges to the nodes
δi(T ) and to another new node labelled FχBS (c(x)) with edges to the nodes δi(S) and δi(B).
For purposes of estimating the size of formulae generated by the algorithm, we use a
notion of transition in coalgebras, inspired by the notion of canonical graph [26].
▶ Definition 3.16. For states x, y in an F -coalgebra (C, c), we say that there is a transition
x → y if c(x) ∈ FC is not in the image Fi[F (C \ {y})] (⊆ FC), where i : C \ {y} ↣ C is
the inclusion map.
▶ Theorem 3.17. For a coalgebra with n states and m transitions, the formula dag constructed
by Algorithm 3.11 has size O(m · logn+ n) and height at most n+ 1.
▶ Theorem 3.18. Algorithm 3.11 adds only constant run time overhead, thus it has the
same run time as Algorithm 3.2 (regardless of the optimization from Remark 3.12).
For a tighter run time analysis of the underlying partition refinement algorithm, one ad-
ditionally requires that F is equipped with a refinement interface [46, Def. 6.4], which is
based on a given encoding of F -coalgebras in terms of edges between states (encodings serve
only as data structures and have no direct semantic meaning, in particular do not entail a
semantic reduction to relational structures). This notion of edge yields the same numbers (in
O-notation) as Definition 3.16 for all functors considered. All zippable functors we consider
here have refinement interfaces [15,46]. In presence of a refinement interface, step (A3) can
be implemented efficiently, with resulting overall run time O((m + n) · logn · p(c)) where
n = |C|, m is the number of edges in the encoding of the input coalgebra (C, c), and the
run-time factor p(c) is associated with the refinement interface. In most instances, e.g. for P ,
R(−), one has p(c) = 1; in particular, the generic algorithm recovers the run time of the
Paige-Tarjan algorithm.
▶ Remark 3.19. The claimed run time relies on close attention to a number of implementation
details. This includes use of an efficient data structure for the partition C/Pi [31,45]; the
other partition C/Qi is only represented implicitly in terms of a queue of blocks S ⫋ B
witnessing Pi ⫋ Qi, requiring additional care when splitting blocks in the queue [44, Fig. 3].
Moreover, grouping the elements of a block by F3 involves the consideration of a possible
majority candidate [44].
▶ Theorem 3.20. On a coalgebra with n states and m transitions for a zippable set functor
with a refinement interface with factor p(c), Algorithm 3.11 runs in time O((m+n)·logn·p(c)).
4 Cancellative Functors
Our use of binary modalities relates to the fact that, as observed already by Paige and Tarjan,
when splitting a block according to an existing partition of a block B into S ⊆ B and B \ S,
it is not in general sufficient to look only at the successors in S. However, this does suffice
for some transition types; e.g. Hopcroft’s algorithm for deterministic automata [27] and
Valmari and Franceschinis’ algorithm for weighted systems (e.g. Markov chains) [44] both
split only with respect to S. In the following, we exhibit a criterion on the level of functors
that captures that splitting w.r.t. only S is sufficient:
▶ Definition 4.1. A functor F is cancellative if the map
⟨Fχ{1,2}, Fχ{2}⟩ : F3 → F2 × F2
is injective.
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To understand the role of the above map, recall the function χBS : C → 3 from (5) and note
that χ{1,2} · χBS = χB and χ{2} · χBS = χS , so the composite ⟨Fχ{1,2}, Fχ{2}⟩ · FχBS yields
information about the accumulated transition weights into B and S but not about the one
into B \ S; the injectivity condition means that for cancellative functors, this information
suffices in the splitting step for S ⊆ B ⊆ C. The term cancellative stems from the respective
property on monoids; recall that a monoid M is cancellative if s+ b1 = s+ b2 implies b1 = b2
for all s, b1, b2 ∈ M .
▶ Proposition 4.2. The monoid-valued functor M (−) for a commutative monoid M is
cancellative if and only if M is a cancellative monoid.
Hence, R(−) is cancellative, but Pf is not. Moreover, all signature functors are cancellative:
▶ Proposition 4.3. The class of cancellative functors contains the all constant functors as
well as the identity functor, and it is closed under subfunctors, products, and coproducts.
For example, D is cancellative, but P is not because of its subfunctor Pf.
▶ Remark 4.4. Cancellative functors are neither closed under quotients nor under composition.
Zippability and cancellativity are independent properties. Zippability in conjunction with
cancellativity implies m-zippability for all m ∈ N, the m-ary variant [32] of zippability.
▶ Theorem 4.5. If F is a cancellative functor, ⌜FχBS (c(x))⌝(δi(S), βi(B)) in Algorithm 3.11
can be replaced with ⌜FχCS (c(x))⌝(δi(S),⊤). Then, the algorithm still correctly computes
certificates in the given F -coalgebra (C, c).
Note that in this optimized algorithm, the computation of β can be omitted because it is
not used anymore. Hence, the resulting formulae only involve ∧, ⊤, and modalities from
the set F3 (with the second parameter fixed to ⊤). These modalities are equivalently unary
modalities induced by elements of F2, which we term F2-modalities; hence, the corresponding
Hennessy-Milner Theorem (Corollary 3.14) adapts to F2 for cancellative functors, as follows:
▶ Corollary 4.6. For zippable and cancellative F , states in an F -coalgebra are behaviourally
equivalent iff they agree on modal formulae built using ⊤, ∧, and unary F2-modalities.
5 Domain-Specific Certificates
On a given specific system type, one is typically interested in certificates and distinguishing
formulae expressed via modalities whose use is established in the respective domain, e.g. □
and ♢ for transition systems. We next describe how the generic F3 modalities can be
rewritten to domain-specific ones in a postprocessing step. The domain-specific modalities
will not in general be equivalent to F3-modalities, but still yield certificates.
▶ Definition 5.1. The Boolean closure Λ̄ of a modal signature Λ has as n-ary modalities
propositional combinations of atoms of the form ♡(i1, . . . , ik), for ♡/k ∈ Λ, where i1, . . . , ik
are propositional combinations of elements of {1, . . . , n}. Such a modality λ/n is interpreted
by predicate liftings JλKX : (2X)n → FX defined inductively in the obvious way.
For example, the boolean closure of Λ = {♢/1} contains the unary modality □ = ¬♢¬.
▶ Definition 5.2. Given a modal signature Λ for a functor F , a domain-specific interpretation
consists of functions τ : F1 → Λ̄ and λ : F3 → Λ̄ assigning to each o ∈ F1 a nullary modality τo
and to each t ∈ F3 a binary modality λt such that the predicate liftings JτoKX ∈ 2F X and
JλtKX : (2X)2 → 2F X satisfy
JτoK1 = {o} (in 2F 1) and [t]F χ{1,2} ∩ JλtK3({2}, {1}) = {t} (in 2
F 3).
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(Recall that χ{1,2} : 3 → 2 is the characteristic function of {1, 2} ⊆ 3, and [t]F χ{1,2} ⊆ F3
denotes the equivalence class of t w.r.t. Fχ{1,2} : F3 → F2.)
Thus, τo holds precisely at states with output behaviour o ∈ F1. Intuitively, λt(δ, ρ) describes
the refinement step of a predecessor block T when splitting B := JδK ∪ JρK into S := JδK
and B \ S := JρK (Figure 3), which translates into the arguments {2} and {1} of JλtK3.
In the refinement step, we know from previous iterations that all elements have the same
behaviour w.r.t. B. This is reflected in the intersection with [t]F χ{1,2} . The axiom guarantees
that λt characterizes t ∈ F3 uniquely, but only within the equivalence class representing a
predecessor block. Thus, λt can be much smaller than equivalents of ⌜t⌝ (cf. Example 3.7):
▶ Example 5.3.
1. For F = P , we have a domain-specific interpretation over the modal signature Λ = {♢/1}.
For ∅, {0} ∈ P1, take τ{0} = ♢⊤ and τ∅ = ¬♢⊤. For t ∈ P3, we put
λt(δ, ρ) = ¬♢ρ if 2 ∈ t ̸∋ 1 λt(δ, ρ) = ♢δ ∧ ♢ρ if 2 ∈ t ∋ 1
λt(δ, ρ) = ¬♢δ if 2 /∈ t ∋ 1 λt(δ, ρ) = ⊤ if 2 ̸∈ t ̸∋ 1.
The certificates obtained via this translation are precisely the ones generated in the
example using the Paige-Tarjan algorithm, cf. (4), with ρ in lieu of β ∧ ¬δ.
2. For a signature (functor) Σ, take Λ = {σ/0 | σ/n ∈ Σ} ∪ {⟨=I⟩/1 | I ∈ Pf(N)}. We
interpret Λ by the predicate liftings
JσKX = {σ(x1, . . . , xn) | x1, . . . , xn ∈ X} ⊆ ΣX,
J⟨=I⟩K(S) = {σ(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ ΣX | ∀i ∈ N : i ∈ I ↔ (1 ≤ i ≤ n ∧ xi ∈ S)}.
Intuitively, ⟨=I⟩ϕ states that the ith successor satisfies ϕ iff i ∈ I. We then have a
domain-specific interpretation (τ, λ) given by τo := σ for o = σ(0, . . . , 0) ∈ Σ1 and
λt(δ, ρ) := ⟨=I⟩δ for t = σ(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Σ3 and I = {i ∈ {1, . . . , n} | xi = 2}.
3. For a monoid-valued functor M (−), take Λ = {⟨=m⟩/1 | m ∈ M}, interpreted by the
predicate liftings J⟨=m⟩KX : 2X → 2M
(X) given by
J⟨=m⟩KX(S) = {µ ∈ M (X) | m =
∑
x∈S µ(x)}.
A formula ⟨=m⟩ δ thus states that the accumulated weight of the successors satisfying δ
is exactly m. A domain-specific interpretation (τ, λ) is then given by τo = ⟨=o(0)⟩ ⊤ for
o ∈ M (1) and λt(δ, ρ) = ⟨=t(2)⟩ δ ∧ ⟨=t(1)⟩ ρ for t ∈ M (3). In case M is cancellative, we
can also simply put λt(δ, ρ) = ⟨=t(2)⟩ δ.
4. For labelled Markov chains, i.e. FX = (DX + 1)A, let Λ = {⟨a⟩p/1 | a ∈ A, p ∈ [0, 1]},
where ⟨a⟩pϕ denotes that on input a, the next state will satisfy ϕ with probability at













(⟨a⟩t(a)(2) δ ∧ ⟨a⟩t(a)(1) ρ)
Given a domain-specific interpretation (τ, λ) for a modal signature Λ for the functor F , we
can postprocess certificates ϕ produced by Algorithm 3.11 by replacing the modalities ⌜t⌝
for t ∈ F3 according to the translation T recursively defined by the following clauses for





= τF !(t) T
(
⌜t⌝(δ, β)) = λt
(
T (δ), T (β) ∧ ¬T (δ)
)
.
Note that one can replace T (β) ∧ ¬T (δ) with T (β) ∧ ¬T (δ′) for the optimized δ′ from
Remark 3.12; the latter conjunction has essentially the same size as T (δ).
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▶ Proposition 5.4. For every certificate ϕ of a behavioural equivalence class of a given
coalgebra produced by either Algorithm 3.11 or its optimization (Theorem 4.5), T (ϕ) is also
a certificate for that class.
Thus, the domain-specific modal signatures also inherit a Hennessy-Milner Theorem.
▶ Example 5.5. For labelled Markov chains (FX = (DX + 1)A) and the interpretation via
the modalities ⟨a⟩p (Example 5.3.4), this yields certificates (thus in particular distinguishing
formulae) in run time O(|A| ·m · logn), with the same bound on formula size. Desharnais
et al. describe an algorithm [17, Fig. 4] that computes distinguishing formulae in the negation-
free fragment of the same logic (they note also that this fragment does not suffice for
certificates). They do not provide a run-time analysis, but the nested loop structure indicates
that the asymptotic complexity is roughly |A| · n4.
6 Worst Case Tree Size of Certificates
In the complexity analysis (Section 3.5), we have seen that certificates – and thus also
distinguishing formulae – have dag size O(m · logn+ n) on input coalgebras with n states
and m transitions. However, when formulae are written in the usual linear way, multiple
occurrences of the same subformula lead to an exponential blow up of the formula size in
this sense, which for emphasis we refer to as the tree size.
Figueira and Gorín [22] show that exponential tree size is inevitable even for distinguishing
formulae. The proof is based on winning strategies in bisimulation games, a technique that
is also applied in other results on lower bounds on formula size [3, 4, 23].
▶ Open Problem 6.1. Do states in R(−)-coalgebras generally have certificates of subexponen-
tial tree size in the number of states? If yes, can small certificates be computed efficiently?
We note that for another cancellative functor, the answer is well-known: On deterministic
automata, i.e. coalgebras for FX = 2 ×XA, the standard minimization algorithm constructs
distinguishing words of linear length.
▶ Remark 6.2. Cleaveland [13, p. 368] also mentions that minimal distinguishing formulae
may be exponential in size, however for a slightly different notion of minimality: a formula ϕ
distinguishing x from y is minimal if no ϕ obtained by replacing a non-trivial subformula
of ϕ with the formula ⊤ distinguishes x from y. This is weaker than demanding that the





• •· · ·
n
for n ∈ N,
the formula ϕ = ♢n+2⊤ distinguishes x from y and is minimal in the above sense. However, x
can in fact be distinguished from y in size O(1), by the formula ♢¬♢⊤.
7 Conclusions and Further Work
We have presented a generic algorithm that computes distinguishing formulae for behaviourally
inequivalent states in state-based systems of various types, cast as coalgebras for a functor
capturing the system type. Our algorithm is based on coalgebraic partition refinement [46],
and like that algorithm runs in time O((m+n) · logn ·p(c)), with a functor-specific factor p(c)
that is 1 in many cases of interest. Independently of this factor, the distinguishing formulae
constructed by the algorithm have dag size O(m · logn+n); they live in a dedicated instance
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of coalgebraic modal logic [39, 42], with binary modalities extracted from the type functor in
a systematic way. We have shown that for cancellative functors, the construction of formulae
and, more importantly, the logic can be simplified, requiring only unary modalities and
conjunction. We have also discussed how distinguishing formulae can be translated into a
more familiar domain-specific syntax (e.g. Hennessy-Milner logic for transition systems).
There is an open source implementation of the underlying partition refinement al-
gorithm [15], which may serve as a basis for a future implementation.
In partition refinement, blocks are successively refined in a top-down manner, and this
is reflected by the use of conjunction in distinguishing formulae. Alternatively, bisimilarity
may be computed bottom-up, as in a recent partition aggregation algorithm [11]. It is an
interesting point for future investigation whether this algorithm can be extended to compute
distinguishing formulae, which would likely be of a rather different shape than those computed
via partition refinement.
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